Driftwood Twig Instructions

Description: Beach washed and twisted driftwood twigs six (6) piece set. Capable with any fire pit. Weight approximately 22lbs.
Read instructions carefully and place logs directly on a lava rock or glass media base inside of fire pit.

1. When installing logs into linear fire pits or outdoor fireplaces it is recommended to keep logs out of the direct contact of flame. Fig. 2 shows a suggested log placement, however this location can be changed for personal preference.
2. When installing into a round or square fire pit, logs can be placed in any position to achieve desired look. See Fig. 3.

![Fig. 1 Log identification](image1.jpg)
![Fig. 2 Suggested location of logs in a linear fire pit or outdoor fireplace.](image2.jpg)
Maintenance: Over time twigs can accumulate soot when they are in direct contact with flame from the fire pit. This is normal and should be cleaned periodically. Twigs can be cleaned by removing them from the fire pit and using a brush to remove the soot.